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2 [JHGEE01]. 2003 [WS04]. 2004  
[Din06, PR05, vOW05]. 2005  
[BM06, MP06, Rou07]. 2006 [Wer07]. 2007  
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3rd [vOW05].

4 [AGV04]. 4everedit [MRS06]. 4th

5th [PR05].

6th [MP06].

9 [Ano05]. 9000 [SMH96]. 9001 [Oul96]. 93  
[Ano05].

úde [Ano09]. Accelerating [IPB01].

accelerator [IPB01]. accessibility [Ako09].

Accurate [MWE+09]. achieve  
[DC08, MSWM06]. achieved [SB06].

achievement [Wal03]. Achieving [Ben05].

acquisition [DDT01, Häb04, MY06]. across  
[JS05]. active [Pen00]. activities  
[LT98, LMSW08]. adaptable [FR05].

adaptation [Byg05]. Addressing
Adopting [LVL+06, BDIM06]. Adoption [BSN07, Bos05b, TGC+08]. Advanced [BT98]. Advances [CGA07]. Aerospace [LT98]. Agent [SCFR06, XOZ+07]. Agent-based [SCFR06]. agile [KP08, SA07, SS07, TGC+08]. Agility [Dal07a, Ket07, ABM07, KL08]. agreement [EBS96]. AHP [Jun01]. Airways [ABEL97]. Aligning [ABS05]. alignment [Tax05]. alive [DR03b]. all-pervasive [Dal04b]. allocation [oSWR07]. alone [Dal05a]. AMETIST [Tho98]. among [SMH96]. analyse [BHO07]. Analysing [WGHS01]. Analysis [DP08, ASKM09, AEP08, BH02, Car07, CVO+04, CWZ06, LVL+06, LM04, LR97, OBM05, RDo05, RH01, RA05, Sca00, Soi05, WMR04, APK06]. Analyzing [PAER07]. application [CR04, GKP09, NKM08, WGHS01]. applications [NE05, vdWBSV06]. Applied [Rom96, RCHSD00]. Applying [NNR96, XOZ+07]. appraisal [WCM+07]. Appreciative [HNOS09]. Approach [Lar08, Li07, AGJ+00, CRa08, CBK06, CZS06, FR05, GGDASA06, Har05, LVL+06, Moi08, Tax05, TD08]. Approaches [TM97, Tom96, Dal08]. architectural [AHI+05]. Architecture [Ban96, DP96, ORM03, FvGB03, GO05, HSBR03, LMSW08, NS07, SWG+07]. area [DR05]. areas [WMM05]. articles [Din06]. artifacts [LGA07]. Aspects [FD98, Pot09]. ASQ [Ben05]. Assessing [MBL07, Col07, Pad02]. Assessment [Li07, ME07, Mi06, AGJ+00, CRA08, CFS01, CGA07, DD03, DHP+07, HRW97, KSK00, MV07, Oja08, Oja09, Rout07, TGC+08]. Assessment-based [ME07]. Assessments [SS96, Jun01, MO09, MRH+09, SER+97, vWV06]. Assessor [EBS96]. Associates [Mi06]. assurance [BRM09, LK97, LGA07, RMCGR07]. Attaining [Dal09a]. attribute [Jun01].

Augment [vOW05]. Automated [Ram06]. Automotive [CRa08, MRH+09, FFL+07]. aviation [LVL+06].

Barriers [DP96], base [SS01]. based [AHI+05, Ano05, BDVD50, BJ07, BDR96, Can04, CC96, CWZ06, CHE05a, FFL+07, GKP09, HW04, IP01, Jun01, KH08, LSK+06, MRS06, ME07, MERO08, Moi98, Pen00, RRT04, RM00, SCFR06, St00, TM01, WJ+08, YB07, vdWBSV06, vWV06].

Basel [DHP+07]. be [JPH07].

benchmarking [DN07]. Benefits [Ano09, ŌOA09, HW04]. best [ME07, Sat97]. between [FvGB03, KB03]. best [ME07, Sat97]. between [ME07, Sat97]. between [ME07, Sat97]. between [ME07, Sat97]. between [ME07, Sat97]. between [ME07, Sat97].


Brazil [MRW09]. Brian [Ano09]. bridge [SM03]. bridging [KB03]. British [ABEL97]. building [FR05]. JSZ97].

Business [HSR07, LSK+06, ABS05, BWRC05, BDIM06, DN07, DCO00, MY06, RSB05, RBW07, Soi05]. Business-oriented [LSK+06].

calibration [GKP09]. can [Dal06a].

Capability [Dal04a, KCF+96, RM00, Vak97, Col07, Dal04b, Gar97, JH03, Jun03, Sai03, Wal03].

Capturing [BWRC05, FvGB03].

cardinality [CHE05a]. cardinality-based [CHE05a].

Case [BCQ02, GGDASA06, MT00, ANB07, ASKM09, AR07, BHJ06, BD00, CLRW00, Ger03, HSBR03, JC09, M08, MR06, NKM08, NNR96, Oja08, PDL08, Vak97, WMR04, Wal03].

Catalogues [CFQ08]. CBSE [TG08]. Celebrating [Dal07b]. center [MLN+03].

centered [GGB03]. Centre [ESM96].

centred [JSZ97]. Certification [LGA07].
challenge [Kil97]. challenges
[CM06, Dam03, TBD08]. Change
[Ano98, Dal07c, KM05, Kil97, Lin98, Moi98, PhD09b, Qin07, SM98]. change-prediction
[Lin98]. changes [Sof05, WM04].
changing [HBK06]. characteristics [TT06].
characterization [Can04]. Characterizing
[RSM05, TNT+05]. Checks [JC09].
Chinese [CLM+08, MLC+08]. civil
[LVL+06]. classifying [G005]. CMM
[RM00, AGV04, BD00, Can04, HW04, IPB01, LSK+06, Oul96]. CMM-based
[HW04, IPB01]. CMMI
[BDVD05, CFQ08, RT07, WMM05]. co-
Dal06a]. co-exist [Dal06a]. coherence
[CF801]. Collaboration
[PL03, Pen00, SB06]. collaborative
[FGGM04, dAB07]. Combining
[KL08, WH02]. commerce [DC08].
commitment [dAB07]. Common [Hã04].
Commonality [RA05, OBM05].
communication [MLC+08].
Communications [Hum96, PS96b, PS96c].
companies
[FG06, GdAASA06, HRG00, JC09, Smi06, TGC+08, Tho98, vWVS06, Ben05].
company
[AEH+08, BJH06, MT97, MD06, Ric01].
competence [RTM09]. complex [Dal06a].
Complexity [Car07, Dal04b, HRG00].
compliance [Ben05, BDIM06]. component
[KH08, Ram06, Sch07]. component-based
KH08]. components
[CLM+08, SCVB05, TNT+05]. composable
[SCVB05]. composition [GL08].
comprehensive [AGJ+00]. computer
[KB03]. concept [DLW06]. concepts
[SS01]. Conceptual [Lep06, EC03].
Conchuir [Ano09]. concordance
[DHP+07]. conducting [DAA05].
Conference [Pau96, vOW05]. configurable
[RSM05]. configuration [CHE05b].
conflicting [HBK06]. consistency
[JDH03, Jun03]. consumer [SM03]. content
[vdWBSV06]. context [Pot09]. Continuous
[MPM09, Ben05, MR00]. control
[Can04, Dal06d]. controlling [Ebe98].
controls [BDIM06]. Conversion [Ch96].
cooperation [ADG+04]. cooperative
[EG07]. Coordinating [RHV00].
coordination
[ADG+04, CN03, EC03, MLC+08, ORM03].
core [RH01]. Correction [Ano05]. Cost
[Mad08a, MC09]. COTS
[MY06, MRE08, YB07]. COTS-based
[KB07]. Creating [HLS03, RSB05].
CRIM [BE96]. criteria [CWZ06]. Critical
[NWZ06, BHM01, HN07]. critique [AG04].
culture [SS07]. current [KSK00].
customers [MAR08]. customizable
[GKP09, SCV05]. Cycle [CC06, Sin96].

DaimlerChrysler [SS01]. data
[MWE+09, SCR05, APK06]. database
[FD98]. databases [SBV06]. Date [Ch96].
de-motivators [BH07]. decentralized
[TD08]. decision [AH1+05, RCH00].
decisions [BMM07, YB07]. decomposition
[BWR05]. defect [WGJ+08]. defects
[GWY+09]. defined [K00, LGA07].
Defining [RBW07]. delivery [DC08].
demands [SM03]. Demotivators [NBK08].
Denmark [JC09]. departments [SGB06].
dependent [HBK06]. Deploying
[KK00, AEH+08]. derivation [RSM05].
describe [XOZ+07]. Description [EJ07].
Design
[CC06, Dal07c, dJH96, BWR05, D07,
FD98, GG08, GKP09, GGB03, GRZ07,
MV07, Nor09, PhD09b, Sch07, WMR04].
Design-based [CC06]. detection [Mad08b].
developer [BJH06]. developers
[DD03, Dal04a]. Developing [BJ07].
Development [AMK08, BM09, Ket07,
Lar08, SFF+06, TBD08, Ano09, ASAB02,
APK06, dODVW06, Ben05, BG04, BKD08,
Byg05, CLM+08, CS00, CS06, CHA06,
Dal06d, Dam03, DSL08, DC08, EJ07, FG06,
FGGM04, GGT03, GWY+09, HH00, Hen01, LK06, LMSW08, MBL07, Mad08a, MT97, MR00, MAR08, MD06, OOAFO9, ORM03, PL03, PAE03, RM00, SA07, oSWR07, Šimić06, SO06, SF08, Tho98, WMR04, WGHS01, WMM05, YB07, YP07, dAB07, CR09. DEVS [CBK06]. different [Lin98, HBB06]. dimensional [BHO07]. direction [KSK00]. discrete [AEPR08, MR00, Pad02]. discrete-event [AEPR08]. dispersed [LMC03]. distance [WND08]. distributed [ADG+04, Mad08a, PDL08, Zop09]. distribution [Šimić06, WGJ+08]. do [Dal08]. Documentation [MRS06]. Does [WND08, Kau98]. domains [Pot09]. draw [SBvV06]. driven [dOBDVW06, LK06, NE05, SP08]. during [BG04]. Dynamic [BG04]. Dynamics [PAER07, AEP08, Byg05, DLH02, Hä04, HH00, MT00, RCHSD00].
e-commerce [DC08]. Early [Miy96, CM02]. Economics [DP08]. Edinburgh [PR05]. editor [RPW08, Dum98]. Editorial [An00, An01, GL08, Pau96, PS96a, PS96d, PS96b, PS96c, PS97a, PS97b, PS97c, PS97d, PS98a, PS98b, PS98c, PST00, PST01a, PST01b, PST01c, PST02a, PST02b, RS00].
Editors [R06, AMK08, An098, BM06, BM07, BM08, BM09, Bos05a, CGA07, DR03a, DR03b, DR03c, Dal04a, Dal04b, DR04, DR05, Dal05a, Dal05b, Dal05c, Dal06a, Dal06c, Dal06b, Dal06d, Dal06e, Dal07a, Dal07b, Dal07c, Dal07d, Dal08, Dal09a, Dal09b, DR09, Dam03, DL08, Din06, GRSZ07, KB03, MP06, PR05, PhD09a, PhD09b, RPW08, RS05, Rout07, SR02, SFF+06, WS04, Wer07, vOW05].
education [dOBDVW06]. educational [NvdH05]. effect [ASKM09]. Effective [DP96, MTK+08]. effectiveness [Mad08a, YP07]. Effects [LMSW08]. efficiency [DLW06, YP07]. efficient [Tho98]. effort [Haa07, WGJ+08]. electronic [MD06]. elicitation [CZS06, TM01, TT06]. embedded [KFS06, Pot07]. Empirical [ASKM09, BDW97, EG96, BKG08, CLM+08, HRB02, Lin98, NWZ06, NKB08]. enacted [JPH07]. enactment [FGGM04]. encountered [TOK96]. end [DR09]. engineer [BHO07]. Engineering [R06, BE96, Lar08, Rom96, Wal03, BJ07, CZS06, KB03, LVL+06, LM04, Lep06, MTK+08, NKM08, NvdH05, Pot07, Pot09, RMCGSR07, RTM09, Rol09, SM03, vdWBS06, EF07, JNH06]. enhancements [dOBDVW06]. enhancing [Dal06d]. Enterprise [Ket07]. enterprises [Kau98]. Entry [KM98]. Envelopment [AKP06]. Environment [Ban96, ADG+04, Dal06e, JSSZ97]. Eoin [An098]. era [DR09]. eridging [MTK+08]. Errata [An098]. ESI [Doi97, Sat07]. Establishing [JN06]. Establishment [SP08, Wie97]. estimates [MWE+09]. Estimating [WGJ+08]. estimation [ANB07]. Europe [BWHW06, Din06]. European [Mon96, And97, BD96, BM07, MSWM06, Sat97, SMH06]. EuroSPI [BM06, Din06]. evaluate [oSWR07, WMR04]. Evaluating [JH03, Jun03, MTCC06, RFOSS08, GO05].
Evaluation [ANB07, CWZ06, EG96, BKG08, Lep06, MY06, RM00, Sai03, WMM05]. evaluations [CM02]. event [AEP08]. Evolution [Rou03, BG04, CLR00, OM09, RS02, Sai09, SCR05, SFR06, WH02]. evolve [BG04]. Evolving [Gar97, NS07, KH08]. Examining [PhD09b]. excellence [DD03, Dal09a]. exist [Dal06a]. expanding [DR05]. Experience [DP96, JC09, Miy96, Ver97, ABS05, dOBDVW06, BM06, Coll07, Hou06, LGM04, Moi98, SS01, Qin07]. experience-based [Moi98]. Experiences [AEH+08, DDA05, Oja09, BM07, BM09].
DKC00, Hen01, Ho97, IPB01, RGdASE08, SGB06. experiment [ABEL97, BIM00, JSZ97, Kil97, Tho98]. Experimental [EF97]. Experimenting [Dal09b]. experiments [WMR04]. exploring [Ano09, ŐOÅF09]. Extending [Ket07]. external [BDIM06]. extreme [CM06].

facilitating [Hou06]. factor [MER08]. factors [GdAVS08, MY06, NWZ06, SM98, Zop09]. Failures [DT02]. families [AIH+05, Bos05a, KFS06, RSM05]. fault [ASKM09, Mad08b]. Faults [DLW06]. Faults-slip-through [DLW06]. feature [CHE05a, CHE05b]. Features [CFQ08]. Fifth [Mon96]. financial [DHP+07, ST07]. Findings [JHGEE01]. fine [ABEL97]. fine-grained [ABEL97]. first [MTCC06]. fit [RSB05]. Fitzgerald [Ano09]. fixing [WGJ+08]. flexibility [GRSZ07, RBW07]. flexible [DN07, NE05, Sel07, SWG+07]. foci [HBK06]. form [SWG+07]. Formal [dJH96]. formalism [CBK06]. formalizing [CHE05a]. formedness [TNT+05]. forward [DR05]. foundation [EC03]. Four [FR05]. Framework [Mi96, TT06, dJH96, Ano04, Ano05, BDVD05, BJ07, DN07, FvGB03, GO05, Haa07, LY01, RRT04, SR07, BCSQ02]. frameworks [Vak97]. France [MLN+03]. Fraunhofer [EF97]. Free [SFF+06, CHA06, CWZ06, SG06]. Free/Open [SFF+06, CWZ06, SG06]. functional [WRCC05]. Future [Dal07a, CG98, DR05, KS00].

game [dOBDVW06, NvdH05]. gap [SM03]. gaps [KB03]. GENESIS [ADG+04]. geographical [Śmi06]. geographically [LMO0]. Global [AMK08, BM09, Dal03, DSL08, PAE03, Śmi06, Ano09, EC03, Ger03, MLC+08, Mad08a, MŚWM06, MTK+08, ŐOÅF09, PL03, oSWR07, SB06, WH02, CR09, MŚ08]. globally [PDL08, Zop09]. GNOME [Ger03]. goals [HBK06]. going [Hum07]. good [SSV97]. grained [ABEL97]. granularity [Lin98]. grid [BH02]. group [BE96]. growing [Dam03]. growth [MŚWM06]. Guest [R06, AMK08, BM06, BM07, Bos05a, CGA07, Din06, GL08, GRNZ07, MP06, Pan96, PR05, RPW08, RSB05, Rou07, SFF+06, Dm98]. guide [MD06]. Guided [FGGM04]. Guidelines [MTK+08, BDR96, CJ08]. harmonized [MV07]. Harmonizing [RT07]. Hawaii [Pau96]. HCI [CN03]. headed [DSL08]. Helena [Ano09]. help [RBW07]. Heuristic [WSR05], high [BJH06]. Holmström [Ano09]. Holon [BCQ02]. Houses [SMH96]. Human [MER08, KB03]. hungary [BIM00]. hybrid [CBK06, DI01, MBL07, WMR04].

IDEAL [CR04]. Identification [MR02]. identifying [Sof05]. II [DHP+07]. IMMoS [PR02]. Impact [Mad08b, CR08, EC03, MTCC06, RFoSS08, Sof05, YP07]. impede [GdAVS08]. Implementation [CR09, AGV04, NWZ06, vDWBSV06]. implementations [RGdASE08]. Improving [HRB02, Oja08, Ano4]. ImprovAbility [CJ08]. improve [Dal05c]. Improvement [Ano05, BCQ02, Dal07a, Dal07d, JN96, Li07, SMH96, Tom96, ABM07, AFT02, BH02, Ben05, BWHW06, BIM00, BM07, BM08, BDR96, CVO+04, CFS01, DR03a, DR03b, DR03c, Dal04a, Dal04b, DR04, DR05, Dal05c, Dal09a, DKC00, Din06, FSC+08, Gar97, GdAVS08, HRB02, Har05, HNOS09, Hou06, Hum07, HRR+97, HW04, IPB01, JPH07, KM05, KM98, Kau98, KSK00, LT98, LK97, LGM04, LSK+06, MPM09, MOC06, MERO08, M098, MR06, MRW09, MLN+03, MŚWM06, MTK+08, ŐOÅF09, PL03, oSWR07, SB06, WH02, CR09, MŚ08]. globally [PDL08, Zop09]. GNOME [Ger03]. goals [HBK06]. going [Hum07]. good [SSV97]. grained [ABEL97]. granularity [Lin98]. grid [BH02]. group [BE96]. growing [Dam03]. growth [MŚWM06]. Guest [R06, AMK08, BM06, BM07, Bos05a, CGA07, Din06, GL08, GRNZ07, MP06, Pan96, PR05, RPW08, RSB05, Rou07, SFF+06, Dm98]. guide [MD06]. Guided [FGGM04]. Guidelines [MTK+08, BDR96, CJ08]. harmonized [MV07]. Harmonizing [RT07]. Hawaii [Pau96]. HCI [CN03]. headed [DSL08]. Helena [Ano09]. help [RBW07]. Heuristic [WSR05], high [BJH06]. Holmström [Ano09]. Holon [BCQ02]. Houses [SMH96]. Human [MER08, KB03]. hungary [BIM00]. hybrid [CBK06, DI01, MBL07, WMR04].
NWZ06, NBK08, PB98, RH01, RA05, Ram06, Rou07, RRT04, SA07, SGB06, SSV97, SP08, Sta00, SM98, TM97, Tho98, Vak97, Ano98.

improvements [SR07]. Improving [LR97, YB07, BDIM06, Haa07, PYM+06, RTM09, WGHS01]. improvisation [SF08].

Inc. [Miy96]. incorporating [MY06]. Incremental [Dal04b, MBL07]. indicators [MV07]. industrial [BM06, BM07, Col07, MR06, NKM08, Oja08, PB98, RA05]. industries [MSWM06]. industry [BSN07, CRa08, CLM+08, DKC00, FFL+07, ST07, Wie97]. informal [DD03]. informática [FSC+08]. Information [CHA06, BKD08, Byg05, JS05, Sal09]. Informatique [ESM96]. infrastructure [JS05]. initial [WH02]. initiative [KM98]. initiatives [Mo98]. injection [WGJ+08]. innovation [JC09, BM07, BM09]. inquiry [HNOS09]. Inspection [TOK96, Har05, LMC03]. Institute [EF97, And07, BD06, JNH96, Rom96]. institutions [DHP+07]. instructional [DDT01]. Intangible [HW04]. Integrated [Li07, MRH+09, RTM09, RM00, Ano05, PR02, RRT04]. integrating [GGB03]. integration [GL08, Rou06]. Intensive [Mad08a, Ako09, GdAVS08]. Intention [NE05]. Intention-driven [NE05]. inter [PL03]. inter-organizational [PL03]. interaction [KB03]. interactive [BDVD05]. internal [JH03, Jun03]. International [Pau96, PR05, Tom96, WS04, MP06, Rou03, EG96, Sin96]. interoperability [GL08]. Interoperable [Lar08]. interorganizational [Sch07]. Introducing [And04, MT97].

Introduction [Ano98, DR03a, DR03b, DR03c, DR04, DR05, Dum98, RPW08, SSV97], intrusive [TGC+08]. invariants [RBW07]. investigating [ASKM09]. investigation [NBK08]. Isabel [Ano05]. ISBN [Ben05].

ISD [Lep06]. ISO [Sin96, Col07, Gar97, Jun03, Oul96, Rou03, RT07, SER+97, Sta00, SMH96, Ben05].

ISO/IEC [Sin96, Col07, Gar97, Jun03, Rou03, RT07, SER+97, Sta00]. Isolation [GG08]. Issue [Ano98, Pan96, WS04, Wer07, AMK08, BM06, DR03a, DR03b, DR04, KB03, MP06, PR05, SR02, vOW05]. issues [AGV04, BWHW06, LT98, Ph09a]. iterative [GWY+09, SA07].

J [Ano09]. Japan [Tom96]. Jazz [SF08].

JIL [XOZ+07]. key [Dal06b]. Knowledge [BAM98, MR02, Sal09, XOZ+07, FG06].

lack [MS08]. landscaping [Gru00]. large [And04, AEH+08, BM08, GGDASA06, HH00, KL08, MPM09]. large-scale [And04, KL08]. Latvia [Sm06]. lean [MAR08]. learn [Ost07]. learned [Pao03, SGB06]. Learning [DT02, B098, MO06, ME07, MER008, SF08]. learnt [BM08]. legacy [CM06, KH08, SNe98]. legal [BRMG09, RM09]. lessons [BM08, Dal05b, PAE03, SGB06, SBV06].

Letter [Hum96]. Level [AVG04, CFQ08, Wal03, Dal06c, FR05, RTM09]. levels [BRMG09, Lin98]. Life [Sin96]. lifecycle [CM02, LMSW08]. Lightweight [MC09, CRa08, JSZ97]. Line [vOW05, CC06, FR05, Pot09, RA05]. lines [AKM+09, SB05]. Linking [DKC00]. Little [XOZ+07]. Little-JIL [XOZ+07].

local [MWE+09]. long [CLRW00, SR07]. looking [DR05]. Louis [MP06]. low [CJ08, WCM+07]. low-maturity [CJ08]. Low-overhead [WCM+07].

MA [vOW05]. maintaining [RSB05]. making [AHI+05]. manage [RHV00]. Management [FG06, MRS06, dOBDVW06, BDVD05, BT98, B098, Bos05a, Dal06d, DHP+07, GWY+09, Ha07, Ki097, LGM04].
NNR96, PhD09a, RMCGSR07, SB05, vdWBSV06, MR02, Wal03. manager [BMM07]. Managing [Ako09, ADG04, Byg05, CM06, DDT01, HRG00, Mid97, Moi98, Qin07, Sal09, SCVBO5]. market [LK06]. market-driven [LK06]. marketplace [MSWM06]. marriage [BMM07]. Matching [Ako09, ADG04, Byg05, CM06, DDT01, HRG00, Mid97, Moi98, Qin07, Sal09, SCVBO5]. matter [MSWM06]. market [LK06]. market-driven [LK06]. marketplace [MSWM06]. marriage [LK06]. matching [LLK06]. market [LK06]. market-driven [LK06]. marketplace [MSWM06]. marriage [LK06]. matching [LLK06]. market [LK06]. market-driven [LK06]. marketplace [MSWM06]. marriage [LK06]. matching [LLK06]. matter [WNDO8]. mature [NV98]. Maturing [SS01]. Maturity [KCF96, RM00, Vak97, BHJ06, BRMG09, CJ08, Gar97]. May [MP06, PR05, WS04]. measurable [LGA07]. Measurement [Dum98, ST07, APK06, BDR96, KFS06, PR02, Wie97]. measurement-based [BDR96]. measurements [CGA07]. measures [BMM07, CHA06, JH03, Jun03]. Measuring [Sne98, DLW06, Lin98]. mechanism [FFL07]. mechanisms [FR05]. medium [MT97, MD06, SR07, WMM05]. medium-sized [MD06, SR07, WMM05]. Mercedes [Ano05]. meta [FR05]. meta-level [FR05]. metamodel [DLH02]. metaphor [SF08]. Method [Lar08, Rol09, R06, AEPR08, AR07, CRA08, CSZ06, IPB01, SBV06, Sch07, TGC+08, WCM+07, vdWBSV06]. Methodological [AGV04]. methodology [AG04, BDK08, EJ07, PR02, Sal09, SF08]. methodology-tailoring [BDK08]. Methods [dJH96, DN07, GO05, LK06, Lep06, Rol09]. metrics [ASKM09, AR07, FD98, Hol97, RHV00]. Miguel [Ano05]. MinimalEDoc [Sal09]. Minimally [TGC+08]. minimize [Sal09]. mismatch [MRE08]. Missouri [MP06]. Model [dOBDVW06, CC96, PAER07, RM00, AEP08, AR07, ASAB02, BDK08, Can04, CR04, DI01, GP09, HSBR03, IPB01, MR00, NKM08, NNR96, Pad02, RMCGSR07, Ric01, Li07, Vak97]. Model-driven [dOBDVW06]. Modeling [KCF+96, PR05, WS04, AFT02, BWRC05, Bro04, DLH02, FGGM04, JS05, MT00, Mad08a, MP06, NvdH05, N005, OM09, RCHSD00, Sca00, SR02, TD08, Ver97]. modell [BWHW06]. Modelling [CLRW00, ABEL97, KH08, PR02, WGHS01]. models [An04, CHE05a, CHE05b, Gar97, Háb04, MR00, RVH00, RS02, Sofo5, WS05, WH02]. moderating [SG06]. modest [AFT02]. Monitoring [Lin98, AR07]. Montreal [EM96]. motivation [BJH06]. motivators [BHO07]. moving [Dal09a]. MPS.BR [MRW09]. Multi [LM04, BH007, ORM03]. Multi-project [LM04]. multi-site [ORM03]. multilevel [CHE05b]. multiple [MS08]. multiple-case [MS08]. mutual [Byg05].
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